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ABSTRACT 
 

Bearingless centrifugal pump systems are employed in the semiconductor, pharmaceutical and medical industries due to 

their facility for pumping high purity fluids without particle contamination. Two types of forces have to be generated by 

the stator units, namely bearing forces for achieving magnetic levitation, and drive forces for producing the needed pump 

torque. The generation of these forces requires bearing and drive windings, which can be realized as separate bearing and 

drive coils or as identical, combined coils on the stator claws. In this paper, a detailed comparison between these two 

winding concepts is undertaken, whereby the copper losses, the power electronics losses, and the achievable pump output 

pressure are evaluated for both concepts. For each criterion a ratio of improvement is calculated analytically which allows 

evaluation of the performance of the two winding concepts for any given pump operating point and design. Finally, also 

practical features such as control complexity, cabling effort and manufacturability are discussed and measurements on 

prototype systems are carried out to validate the considerations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Bearingless motors have been extensively investigated 

recently and successfully employed in high purity 

environments such as the semiconductor, pharmaceutical 

and medical industries. The reasons can be found in their 

great variety of benefits such as the non-contact bearing 

capability and therefore, the lack of mechanical wearing, 

lubricants and seals [1-3].  

However, new applications and arising demands require 

a further optimization of the pump systems regarding the 

maximum achievable hydraulic pump pressure and 

reduction of the pump volume, the power losses and the 

costs of the pump system [4],[5]. One approach to achieve a 

cost reduction is the omittance of displacement sensors by 

applying sensorless control techniques [6]-[9]. Another 

crucial element in the optimization of the pump system is 

the motor part. Here, the required bearing and drive forces 

can be generated for the same motor setup by different 

winding concepts of the stator coils. As will be shown in 

this paper, this may have a large influence on the copper 

and electronics losses and the pump performance.  
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The comparison which has already been published in 

parts in [10] is based on a centrifugal pump system with a  
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Fig. 1  Basic setup of a bearingless slice motor for a centrifugal 

pump with a diametrically magnetized rotor 

 

diametrically magnetized, one pole pair rotor (cf. Fig. 1). 

The stator consists of eight claws which carry the drive 

and/or bearing coils. The optimum pole pair number for 

the drive system (pd = 1) and the bearing system (pb = 2) 

for this setup have been discussed extensively in literature 
[11]-[14] and the motor setup as shown in Fig. 1 is defined 

for the comparison in this paper. 

Fig. 2 shows the two considered winding concepts that 

will be analyzed in the following (only two of the eight 

stator claws are shown exemplarily for sake of better 

illustration). For the conventional setup (cf. Fig. 2(a)) 

separate coils are used to impress the bearing and the drive 

forces independently as it is done in various designs, for 

example for a permanent magnet [11],[15-18], reluctance [19] 

and induction motors [20]-[21]. Thus, the design of the drive 

and bearing unit can be carried out separately. 

Additionally, for this concept various windings can be 

connected in series to compose a phase or can also be 

wound over various stator claws (as is the case here for the 

drive winding, cf. Fig. 2(a)). 

An alternative way is to generate the needed bearing 

and drive forces in each coil by combined windings (cf. 

Fig. 2(b)) as it is also done in polyphase bearingless motor 

configurations [22-28]. Here, on each stator claw only a 

single coil is placed, which carries jointly the required 

drive and bearing ampere-turns. The question arises now, 

which winding concept is preferable in terms of losses and 

performance. This issue has not been analyzed in detail in 

literature until now and is therefore addressed here in this 

paper. 
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Fig. 2 Winding concepts for the bearingless pump-separated 

coils (a) and combined coils (b) (detailed view on two of 

the eight stator claws) 

 

The subsequent discussion of these two winding 

concepts is based on the following assumptions: 

• Same motor setup (iron circuit, rotor magnet 

size and magnetization) 

• Same required bearing force and torque for 

both concepts 

• Same maximum allowable current density 

• Same winding factor 

After a short explication of the bearing and drive force 

generation in section 2, the detailed comparison is 

performed in the subsequent sections, i.e.: 

• Section 3: Copper losses 

• Section 4: Power electronics losses 

• Section 5: Maximum achievable pump  

pressure / rotation speed  

Finally, experimental measurements on existing pump 

systems with separated and combined coils verify the 

correctness of the considerations and results in section 6. 

 

2. Force generation 

 

In this section, the generation of the bearing and drive 

forces is explained for the two winding concepts based on 

the motor setup at hand (cf. Fig. 1). The fundamentals are 

essential for the understanding of the comparison in the 

subsequent sections. 
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Fig. 3  (a) Maxwell Force generation in magnet direction  (b) Maxwell Force generation perpendicular to magnet direction  

(c) Torque generation with one phase – the second phase is rotated by 90° The solid flux lines are originated from the PM, 

while the dotted lines indicate the flux due to the stator currents 

The principle of the bearing force generation is shown in 

Fig. 3(a) for resulting forces in magnetic direction (in this 

case in x-direction) and in Fig. 3(b) for resulting forces 

perpendicular to the magnet direction (y-direction). For 

the sake of better illustration, a top view on an equivalent 

2-dimensional motor setup with radial claws is shown in 

Fig. 3(a) to 4 instead of the 3-dimensional setup as 

depicted in Fig. 1. Furthermore, only radial Maxwell 

forces between the claws and the rotor are shown in these 

figures. As has been shown in [29], tangential Maxwell 

forces, which are also acting on the rotor, sum up to a total 

force which is always pointing in the same direction as the 

radial forces in this setup. The magnetized rotor introduces 

a magnetic field into the stator (solid lines schematically 

depicted in Fig. 3(a)) directed from the magnetic north 

pole through the stator to the magnetic south pole. By 

applying a current ib,1 in four of the eight coils, as shown 

in Fig. 3(a), a superposed magnetic field (dashed lines) is 

generated. This field, impressed by the coils, leads to an 

attenuation of the permanent magnetic field in the left air 

gap and a reinforcement of the magnet field in the right air 

gap. According to the Maxwell equations these two 

magnetic fields cause radial forces F on the magnetic 

surface directed to the stator, where its value is 

proportional to the square of the air gap field density B: F 

~ B2. With the shown magnet and current direction of ib,1 

in Fig. 3(a) a resulting force in positive x-direction is built 

up. 

Fig. 3(b) shows the bearing force generation 

perpendicular to the magnetic direction. In this case, the 

permanent magnetic field and the stator field are 

superposed again. With a current ib,2 flowing through the 

remaining coils in the directions shown in Fig. 3(b) a 

resulting force in positive y-direction is built up. From this 

result, it is possible to generate forces in x- and y-direction 

for any angular rotor position. 

The torque generation by one drive phase is depicted in 

Fig. 3(c). The impressed drive current id,1 in the shown 

coils leads to a magnetic field orthographically to the 

magnetic rotor field for this specific angular rotor position. 

This leads to a resulting torque on the rotor as shown in 

Fig. 3(c). By applying sinusoidal currents in drive phase 1 

(id,1) and drive phase 2 (id,2,) with id,2 having a phase shift 

of 90° with respect to id,1 and being placed on the four 

remaining stator claws in an analogous manner, a constant 

torque can be generated. 

 

2.1 Separated Coils 

Since the same currents (e.g. ib,1 in Fig. 3(a) and ib,2 in 

Fig. 3(b), respectively) are flowing through the shown 

coils, they can be directly connected in series. Therefore, 

only two bearing phases are needed to ensure levitation in 

x- and y-direction. Another specialty of this winding 

configuration is the appearing induced voltages in the 
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Fig. 5  Separated (a) and combined (b) winding concepts 

for a bearingless slice motor with eight claws. For 

better visibility only two of the eight stator claws 

are shown  

bearing coils are eliminated due to the symmetry. This 

leads to a higher available coil voltage and hence to 

increased bearing dynamics. 

The drive coils shown in Fig. 3(c) can be connected in 

series too, such that in total four phases have to be 

energized in order to generate autonomous forces in x- and 

y-direction and a torque in z-direction for this coil setup. 

Since two neighbored drive coils always carry the same 

current, the drive windings can be wound over two claws, 

as shown in Fig. 2(a). As shown in [10] this slightly reduces 

the average winding length and therefore the copper losses 

of the separated coils. 

2.2 Combined Coils 

Out of Figure 3 the needed currents per coil and claw 

can be ascertained for the setup with combined windings 

on each claw. The resulting situation is shown in Fig. 4. 

One can see easily that in the case of combined coils a 

simplification by connecting two or more coils in series is 

not possible anymore due to different currents needed in 

each coil, such that eight phases have to be energized in 

this case.  

 

3. Copper Losses 

 

For the explanation of the copper loss comparison two 

neighboring (of the eight) stator claws are exemplarily 

considered (e.g. claws 4 and 5 in Fig. 4). The situation at 

the other claws can be analyzed in an analogous way by 

symmetry considerations. In Fig. 5 the magnetic flux 

generation in these neighbored claws through the bearing 

and drive ampere-turns is illustrated for the case of 

separated (cf. Fig. 5(a)) and combined (cf. Fig. 5(b)) coils, 

with the ampere-turns Θb,1 and Θb,2 needed to impress the 

bearing flux, the drive Θd,1 and the combined ampere-turns 

(Θc,1 and Θc,2), each defined by Θi = ii·Ni with the 

respective phase currents ii and the winding numbers Ni 

 Due to the winding arrangement of the separated coils, 

the flux phase difference between two neighbored bearing 

coils (cf. Fig. 6) has to be 90° to ensure levitation [2]. As a 

matter of fact, the needed ampere-turns in the bearing 

have the same frequency as the drive ampere-turns in the 

case of a centrifugal pump, where a steady asymmetric 

force is acting on the rotor directed to the hydraulic outlet 

of the pump due to a pressure loss at the hydraulic pump 

outlet (adjusted in φ-direction, cf. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)), 

which causes a load angle φ between the drive and bearing 

ampere-turns (cf. Fig 6). The needed ampere-turns for 

separated coils are generally given by 
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Exemplarily, a typical operation state at ωt = ωt1 will 

be examined in the following (cf. Fig. 6). Here, the 
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Fig. 4  Needed currents in each coil in case of combined 

coils 
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Fig 6  General curves of ampere-turns in bearing and drive  

with a global force acting on the rotor  

impressed magnetic flux of the bearing coil 2 is operating 

against the impressed flux of the drive coil in the iron claw 

4 on the right hand side (cf. Fig. 5(a)). Therefore, the 

resulting magnetic flux Фtot,2 in that claw is reduced due to 

the counteraction of the individual magnetic fluxes. 

Obviously, in the case of combined coils (Fig. 5(b)) the 

same resulting flux Фtot,2 in claw 4 on the right hand side 

can be built up by less ampere-turns, whereas lower 

copper losses occur in this setup for the same impressed 

magnetic flux Фtot,2. This loss reduction will be quantified 

in the following. 

Generally, the appearing copper losses per coil can be 

written as 
 

  ( )
2

,rms i
cu i i

i
P R

N

Θ 
Θ = ⋅  

 
                       (2) 

 

in dependency on the phase resistance ,2 cu m i

i f

l
i i A k

R N
ρ ⋅

⋅
= ⋅  

with the copper resistivity ρcu, the average winding length 

lm,i of one winding, the winding factor kf and the total coil 

cross sectional area Ai of the bearing, drive or combined 

windings of one claw. Here, Θrms,i stands for the rms value 

of the ampere-turns Θi per coil given in (1). The scaling of 

Ri with Ni
2 arises from the fact that the total coil cross 

sectional area Ai is set constant which causes the effective 

copper area of each winding to decrease for an increasing 

number of turns Ni. With this, the copper losses can be 

written as 

  ( ) , 2
, , .

cu m i
cu i rms i

i f

l
P

A k

ρ ⋅
Θ = ⋅Θ

⋅
       (3) 

 

As a result, the copper losses for each claw and coil can 

be calculated with the needed ampere-turns for separated 

coils given in (1) inserted in (3). The total copper losses 

for all drive and bearing coils are finally given by 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,1 ,2 ,1 ,24 4 4 4 .cu s cu b cu b cu d cu dP P P P P= ⋅ Θ + ⋅ Θ + ⋅ Θ + ⋅ Θ
               

 (4) 

 

In (4) the same average winding length lm for drive and 

bearing coils has been assumed, i.e. the drive windings 

are wound around the stator claws individually in order to 

simplify the calculations in the first instant. By winding 

the drive coils around two stator claws (cf. Fig. 2) the 

average winding length can be slightly reduced by a 

geometric dependent factor klm as defined in (15) in 
[10]. 

For the sake of simplicity, this loss reduction will not be 

considered in the following examinations. 

In the case of combined coils, on the other hand, the 

needed ampere-turns Θc,i per claw can be written as a 

combination of the needed bearing Θb,i and drive Θd,i 

ampere-turns to (cf. Fig. 4) 
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The resulting copper losses for combined coils are 

given by the sum of the individual coil losses 
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With (4) and (6) the copper loss reduction by 

implementing combined coils is given by 
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in dependency on the needed ampere-turns for bearing and 

drive. It has to be stated that (7) is only valid under the 

assumption of the same current density for the separated 

bearing and drive coils 
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,
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and the assumption that the total coil volumes (i.e. total 

cross sectional areas) are the same for both setups: 

 

c d bA A A= + .                        (9) 

 

With these assumptions it becomes clear, that the loss 

reduction for the combined coils is achieved through a 

lower resulting current density Jc,rms < Js,rms in some coils. 

This fact can also be utilized for a volume reduction 

instead of a copper loss reduction which leads to a general 

trade-off situation between minimal volume and minimal 

losses [10]. 

The calculated copper loss ratio is shown in Fig. 7 with 

dependency on the ampere-turns ratio Θd /Θb with the 

previously mentioned winding factor klm. For a drive 

winding configuration as shown in Fig. 2(a), where the 

drive coil is wound over two claws, klm is typically in the 

range of 0.9 [10]. 

 

ˆ ˆ
d bΘ Θ

Pcu,c
Pcu,s lmk 1=

lmk 0.9=

 

 

Fig. 7 Copper loss ratio Pcu,c /Pcu,s over ampere-turn ratio in 

dependency on the winding length factor klm 

One can see that there is a maximum loss reduction of 

about 50% (for klm = 1) at an ampere-turns ratio of Θd /Θb 

= 1. This ampere-turns ratio Θd /Θb is dependent on the 

pump operating point and is typically in the range of 2-3 

for high pressure pumps. In this range a copper loss 

reduction of about 40% is possible. A realistic value of 

improvement will be in the range of 30%- 40% due to the 

fact that non-sinusoidal, non-repetitive forces will always 

be present in the system to a certain extent (e.g. due to 

noise in the sensor signals) and the previously mentioned 

loss reduction for separated coils by the winding factor klm. 

An interesting result is the independence of the copper 

loss reduction of the load angle φ. While the individual 

losses of the claws show a dependency on φ, this 

dependency disappears by summation of the losses of all 

coils. In Fig. 8 the copper loss reduction of the combined 

coil setup with respect to the separated coil setup for each 

of the eight claws is shown for different operation points. 

A change in the load angle φ from 0° to 22.5° with an 

ampere-turns ratio Θd /Θb = 1 is depicted in Fig. 8(a) and 

Fig. 8(b). The influence of an ampere-turns ratio change 

from 1 to 4 can be seen by comparing Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 

8(c). 

 

4. Power Electronics Losses 

 

The losses occurring in the power electronics are a 

further important issue for the comparison of the two 

concepts. Here, first two power electronics inverter setups 

have to be found, which allow a fair comparison. 

Subsequently, the currents, which are required for 

delivering the same power to the pump in both winding 

configurations, have to be calculated in order to evaluate 

the power electronics losses. It is important to choose an 

optimal number of turns for each configuration in order to 

perform a fair comparison. In the course of deriving the 

equations, some simplifications will be made in order to 

limit the mathematical effort and keep the focus on the 

essentials. 

In case of separated coils, two drive phases and two 

bearing phases have to be driven by the power electronics 

inverter stage, each consisting of four coils connected in 

series (from the viewpoint of the required current to 

generate the torque, drive windings with N turns over two  
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Fig. 9  Power electronics topologies for equal output power for separated (a) and combined (b) coils 

 

 

Fig. 8  Copper loss ratio Pcu,c  / Pcu,s for each claw: (a) Θd  / Θb = 1, φ = 0°; (b) Θd  / Θb = 1, φ = 22.5°; (c) Θd  / Θb = 4, φ = 0°; 

coils are equivalent with a serial connection of two coils 

with each N turns as mentioned already in section 2). In 

contrast, eight coils have to be energized individually in 

the case of combined coils. Thus, a full-bridge setup is 

chosen for the separated coils (cf. Fig. 9(a)) and a 

half-bridge setup with star-connected coils is considered 

for the combined coils (cf. Fig. 9(b)). With this, both 

setups consist of the same amount of semiconductors 

featuring the same current ratings and are supplied by the 

same DC-link voltage.  

 

4.1 Separated Coils 

Looking at only one drive phase (cf. Fig. 9(a)) in case 

of separated coils, an equivalent circuit diagram consisting 

of four drive coils connected in series (cf. Fig 3(c)) can be 

drawn, which is shown in Fig. 10(a). Each coil is 

characterized1 by a coil inductance Ls and an induced 

voltage Ûind,s = ku·Ns·n caused by the electromotive force 

(EMF). Here, the index s again indicates the separated coil 

setup. Due to the series connection of the four drive coils, 

the total inductance is 4·Ls and the induced voltage 4·Ûind,s  

is appearing in the drive phase.  

For typical pump applications, a constant flow rate is 

required. With this, the required mechanical power is 

                                                           
1 The winding resistance is omitted here for sake of simplicity. 
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scaling with 

 

 2
req PP k n= ⋅              (10) 

 

with the pump constant kP and the rotation speed n in rpm. 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Equivalent circuit diagrams for separated (a) and 

combined (b) coils of one drive phase needed for the 

calculation of the required phase current Îreq. 

 

With the mechanical power delivered by one drive phase  

according to 
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the required phase current Îreq,s can be calculated for the 

separated coils by equalizing Preq and Pmech,s to 
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However, the maximum feasible current amplitude is 

limited by the voltage across the coil in combination with 

its inductance 
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In case of separated coils (13) can be written as 
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since the coil inductance scales according to Ls = kL·Ns
2 

with a constant inductance factor kL. 

Looking at (12) and Fig. 11 one can see that the 

required current is decreasing with an increasing number 

of turns N. Hence, an infinite number of windings would 

lead to a minimum required current. However, since the 

maximum feasible current Îfeas is decreasing quadratically 

with growing N (cf. (14) and Fig. 11) the optimum  

 

reqÎ

feasÎ

  

 

Fig. 11 General scaling properties of the required phase current 

Îreq and the maximum feasible current Îfeas in 

dependency on the winding number N 

 

winding number Nopt will be at the intersection of Îreq and  

Îfeas and can be found by equalizing the currents in (12) 

and (14) for the case of separated coils: 

 

,
4 2 2 2 2

15
.

3600

u DC
opt s

u L P

k U
N

n k k k nπ
=

⋅ +
 (15) 

 

For a higher number of turns the required power could 

not be delivered anymore (due to Îfeas < Îreq) and a lower 

number of turns would result in higher occurring currents 

(and therefore losses). Thus, Nopt is the optimal number of 

turns regarding losses for satisfying a specific power 

requirement Preq. A good pump design usually results in 

equivalent contributions of the two terms below the square 

root in (15) for medium rotation speeds. For high speeds 

the second term is dominant and the optimum winding 

number results in 

 

, 2

15 u DC
opt s

L P

k U
N for high speed

k k nπ
=  (16) 

 

while for low rotation speeds the optimum number is 
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These approximations are important for a simplified 

subsequent analysis. In order to simplify the calculation of 

the resulting power electronics losses Pel,s a square 

dependency of the semiconductor losses on the current is 

assumed. The total losses of all four full-bridges or eight 

half-bridges, respectively, can be written as 
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Where kel is a constant factor representing the sum of all 

loss constants per half-bridge and Ns,b is the winding 

number of the bearing phase. In general, since no induced 

voltage is appearing in the bearing phase due to the 

specific winding arrangement (cf. section 2), the number 

of bearing windings Ns,b can be chosen at a very high 

amount so that almost no current is needed to generate the 

required bearing ampere-turns Θb. In this case, the power 

electronics losses caused by the bearing can be neglected, 

which leads to a simplification of (18): 

 

2
, , ,

ˆ2 forel s el req s s bP k I N= ⋅ ⋅ → ∞   (19) 

 

Here, the appearing current Îreq,s is given by evaluation 

of (12) for the optimum number of turns according to (16) 

and (17), respectively. In many practical cases high 

bearing ampere-turns with the drive frequency (e.q. for the 

case of a constant global force acting on the rotor in the 

case of centrifugal pumps) have to be impressed. Since the 

inductance value of the bearing coil is growing with N2 

and an increased inductance value is limiting the 

maximum feasible current for a specific electrical 

frequency ωel also for the bearing a lower number of 

bearing windings can be required for satisfying dynamics. 

For the exemplarily case of the same number of windings 

for the bearing and drive coils (which represents a 

worst-case assumption), the power electronics losses can 

be written to 
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4.2 Combined Coils 

For the winding configuration with combined coils, all 

coils with the inductance Lc = kL·Nc
2 and an induced 

voltage Ûind,c = ku·n·Nc are lying in parallel (cf. Fig. 10(b)). 

It is important to mention that due to the same motor setup 

and iron circuit (cf. Fig. 1) the factors kL and ku are 

identical to the case of separated coils. For the same 

needed mechanical power delivered by four combined 

phases (which is equivalent to one drive phase in the case 

of separated coils) as depicted in Fig. 10(b) the current 

requirement per phase is given by 
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P
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k N
=                             (21) 

 

Interestingly, this current is equal to Îreq,s for the same 

number of windings Ns = Nc. However, (21) only defines 

the needed drive current per coil to build up the required 

torque. As mentioned before, in the case of combined coils 

an additionally superposed bearing current, given by the 

needed ampere-turns Θb, has to be impressed in the same 

coils. For the calculation of the optimum winding number 

Nopt,c the maximum appearing worst-case current has to be 

taken into consideration. Looking at Θc,5 in (5), for 

example, one can see that for the case of φ = 0 the bearing 

and drive currents are in phase and therefore the maximum 

worst-case current appears according to 
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In contrast to the separate configuration, now the coils 

are star-connected, which means that only half the 

DC-link voltage UDC /2 appears over each coil. With this, 

the maximum feasible current in case of combined coils is 

given by 
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The resulting optimum winding number for combined 

coils can be found in an analogous manner as for 

separated coils with the previously mentioned 

simplifications by equalizing (22) and (23) for high 

rotation speed 
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and for low rotation speed 
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Now, the total appearing power electronics losses for 

combined coils can be calculated by summing up the 

losses of all eight half-bridges: 
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∑     (26) 

 

Solving (26) by inserting (5) and (1) leads to the total 

power electronics losses in case of combined coils in 

dependency on the needed drive current Îreq,c per coil and 

the ampere-turns ratio: 
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Inserting the required drive currents for separated and 

combined coils out of (12) and (21) into the equations for 

the power electronics losses (19) and (27) leads finally to 

the power electronics loss ratio for high rotation speeds2 
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and with the approximation for low rotation speeds 
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These resulting power electronics loss ratios for low 

and high rotation speeds in dependency on the 

ampere-turns ratio are depicted in Fig. 12. One can see 

that for an ampere-turns ratio of 1 the power electronics 

losses for combined coils will be equal for low speeds and 

are four times higher for high speeds with respect to the 

separated coils. This means that for applications, where 

the pump power is relatively low (low to medium pressure 

pumps) and/or the bearing requirements are large, 

significantly higher losses appear in the power electronics 

inverter if the setup with combined windings is chosen. 

However, for typical values of the ampere-turns ratio Θd 

/Θb in the range of 2-3 and high targeted rotation speeds, 

the appearing power electronics losses are in a similar 

range. In Fig. 12 also a calculated curve by using (15) with 

experimentally derived constants kL, kP and ku from the 

laboratory setup, as will be shown in section 6, for a 

rotation speed of 8000 rpm is depicted. The values for the 

constant factors have been found experimentally to kL = 

1.2·10-7 [H], kP = 1.3·10
-6 [Ws2] and ku = 5.5·10

-6 [Vs]. 

This shows the validity of the high speed approximation 

according to (16) and (24). 

Again, an interesting result is the independence of the 

power electronics loss ratio on the load angle φ, whereas 

the separate losses per half-bridge are still, analogous to 

the copper losses, dependent on the load angle φ. 

                                                           
2 Only the case of an infinite number of bearing windings in 

case of separated coils was considered for sake of simplicity. 

ˆ ˆ
d bΘ Θ

Pel ,c
Pel ,s

 

Fig. 12 Power electronics loss reduction by using combined 

coils in dependency on the ampere-turns ratio Θd /Θb 
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5. Maximum achievable pump pressure    

and speed 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, the general demand for 

bearingless pump systems for high hydraulic pressure 

applications is rising. The need for an increased output 

pressure at a constant hydraulic flow rate leads to the 

required mechanical power and furthermore the phase 

currents given in (12) for separated and (21) for combined 

coils. Since the achievable output pressure is growing with 

n2, the demand for high hydraulic output pressure 

translates to a maximization of the rotation speed. In this 

section, the maximum achievable rotation speeds for the 

setups with separated and combined coils will be 

calculated and compared.  

 

5.1 Separated Coils 

Combining the required current according to (12) with 

the optimum number of windings, given in (16) 

(approximation for high rotation speeds), leads to 
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Equalizing (30) with the maximum allowed current per 

half-bridge Imax and solving by n leads to the maximum 

achievable rotation speed for separated coils: 
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5.2 Combined Coils 

The maximum achievable speed for the setup with 

combined coils can be calculated in a similar manner as 

for separated coils. In this case the maximum appearing 

worst-case current according to (22) has to be taken into 

consideration for the calculation of nmax,c. By inserting the 

optimum winding number for the combined coils given in 

(24) (approximation for high rotation speeds), one obtains 
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Again, equalizing (32) with the maximum allowed 

current per half-bridge Imax and solving by n leads to the 

maximum achievable speed for combined coils in 

dependency on the ampere-turns ratio: 
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Finally, the maximum achievable speed ratio can be 

written in dependency on the ampere-turns ratio 
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and is depicted in Fig. 13. One can see that for high 

bearing requirements and/or low to medium drive 

requirements significantly higher rotation speeds can be 

achieved with separated coils. However, since for high 

pressure pump applications typical ampere-turns ratios are 

in the range between 2 and 3, the maximum achievable 

speed of both winding setups is comparable. 

 

6. Experimental Verification 
 

To verify the previously done examinations, laboratory 

setups for separated (Fig. 14(a)) and combined coils (Fig. 

14(c)) have been built up. Both setups are driven by the 

same power electronics, which is shown in Fig. 14(b) with 

the only difference that the separated coils are energized 

by full-bridges (cf. Fig. 9(a)), whereas the combined coils 

ˆ ˆ
d bΘ Θ

max,c

max,s

n

n

 
Fig. 13  Maximum achievable speed ratio over the 

ampere-turn ratio. Θd /Θb 
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Fig. 14  (a) Experimental setup with separated coils with the drive coils wound over two claws and a resulting winding length  

factor klm = 0.9; (b) power electronics with eight half-bridge inverters; and (c) combined coils 

ϕ

 
 
 

Fig. 15  Current measurements for separated and combined setups with the same hydraulic load of 14 l/min and 1.1 bar 

outlet pressure. Figure (a) shows one drive and both bearing currents in case of separated coils. Figure (b) on 

the right hand side shows the currents flowing in the coils 1, 2 and 3 in case of combined coils (current scale 5 

A/div, time scale 4 ms/div) 

are star-connected and energized by eight half-bridges (cf. 

Fig. 9(b)). Furthermore, for the control of the eight 

currents in the combined coils eight current sensors 

(instead of four) have been employed. In the following 

section measurements with both setups will be shown to 

prove the previous results. For both setups the DC-link 

voltage was chosen to 48 V with a maximum allowed 

peak current per half-bridge Imax = 10 A. 

First, current measurements for both setups are shown 

in Fig. 15. For separated coils (Fig. 15(a)) the load angle φ, 

which depends on the specific orientation of the pump 

outlet, can be found between the drive id,1 and the bearing 

current ib,1. Additionally, it can be seen that the bearing  

currents show lower values in comparison to the drive 

current which is a consequence of the higher number of 

windings Ns,b for the bearing coils.  

In the case of combined coils the phase currents are a 

superposition of the needed drive and bearing currents and 

are consequently characterized by different amplitudes 

and phase shifts as can be seen in Fig. 15(b) (phase 

currents ic,1, ic,2 and ic,3).  

For the verification of the copper loss reduction as 
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shown in section 3 several measurements with different 

load and speed conditions have been done and are 

illustrated in Fig. 16 together with the predicted loss 

reduction curve for the case of klm = 0.9. Hereby, each 

point indicates the ratio of the experimental measured 

copper losses appearing in the two setups for the same 

operating point. One can see that the measurements show 

a significant copper loss reduction by using combined 

coils and the measured loss reduction basically fits with 

the estimated loss reduction. Furthermore, the power 

electronics losses have been measured and compared for 

these operation points. One can see that they basically fit 

with the predicted curve and that the ratio is between 1 

and 2 (cf. Fig. 16). For the design at hand (160 W 

mechanical power) a maximum speed of 8000 rpm has 

been achieved with combined coils, whereas 9500 rpm has 

been achieved with separated coils. A compilation of the 

measured data is given in Table 1. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 

In this paper two different winding concepts for 

bearingless pumps have been discussed. The comparison 

was based on the assumptions of the same needed force 

and torque in both cases, same dimensions, same iron 

circuit, same magnet size and magnetization, same 

maximum current density and finally the same winding 

factor in the coils. The concepts have been compared 

concerning the copper losses, the power electronics losses 

and the maximum achievable rotation speed which 

translates to a maximum pump pressure. 

The most remarkable difference between the two 

concepts is the aspect of the copper losses, where a 

realistic reduction of about 30%-40% can be achieved by 

using combined coils. Regarding the coil volume, there is 

a trade-off situation between the coil volume and the 

copper losses, i.e. the copper loss reduction by combined 

coils can be alternatively used for a reduction of the coil 

volume. 

The calculations for the copper and electronics loss 

comparison are based on the assumption of sinusoidal 

bearing and drive currents and a load angle φ, which is 

occurring between the bearing and the drive currents and 

is dependent on the orientation of the outlet of the 

centrifugal pump. 

Basically, for the combined coils twice the numbers of 

phases have to be energized by the inverter. However, if 

the same power shall be delivered to the pump in order to 

perform a fair comparison, the combined coils can be 

driven by eight half-bridges with the same current and 

voltage ratings for the semiconductors and supplied by the 

same DC-link voltage. The examinations in this paper 

have shown that in the case of combined coils the power 

electronics losses are highly dependent on the needed 

Table 1  Measurements for the laboratory setups shown in Fig. 

14 designed for Pmech = 160 W with the maximum 

achieved rotation speeds nmax,s = 9500 rpm and nmax,c = 

8000 rpm 

# Θd /Θb Pmech Pcu,s Pcu,c Pel,s Pel,c 

  [W] [W] [W] [W] [W] 

1 1.2 130 18.6 8.4 2.4 4.6 

2 1.7 50 7.6 3.8 1.5 2.3 

3 1.8 55 8.2 4.4 1.8 2.6 

4 2.3 155 40.0 30.0 4.5 6.5 

5 3.0 115 18.5 13.9 2.8 3.4 

 

ˆ ˆ
d bΘ Θ

Pcu,c
Pcu,s

Pel ,c
Pel ,s

 

Fig. 16 Copper loss ratio Pcu,c/Pcu,s and electronics loss ratio 

Pel,c/Pel,s over ampere-turn ratio for an average winding 

length factor of klm = 0.9 (cf. Fig.7) with measurements 

done with the laboratory setups at several load and 

speed conditions (for pairwise equal hydraulic 

conditions): : 7000 rpm, Pmech = 130 W; 2: 7000 rpm, 

Pmech = 50 W; 3: 6000 rpm, Pmech = 55 W; 4: 8000 rpm, 

Pmech = 155 W; 5: 7000 rpm, Pmech = 115 W 
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bearing ampere-turns and that significantly larger losses 

occur for low drive and/or high bearing requirements. 

However, for typical high pressure applications both 

setups are in a comparable range concerning the power 

electronic losses. 

Regarding the maximum achievable speed, for low 

drive and/or high bearing requirements again the 

combined coils are clearly inferior. However, for high 

pressure applications the combined coils again show 

almost the same performance. 

As to manufacturability, there is an apparent advantage 

for the combined coils, both in terms of number and 

uniformity. On the other hand, the control of the eight 

currents (instead of four) leads to a clearly higher effort 

for the combined coils, including a higher number of 

current sensors. Finally, also the cabling effort between 

the pump and the power electronics has to be taken into 

account, which is double for the combined coils.  

Therefore, the decision regarding the preferable 

winding concept has to be taken on a case to case basis 

depending on the specific application, since both concepts 

have their advantages in different aspects. However, for 

given specifications, the calculations and considerations 

detailed in this paper can serve as a guideline for the 

selection of the appropriate winding concept. 
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